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IMTRODUGTION

In recent years hyperthermia has been inve-

stigated extensively at fundamental as well as at pra-

ctical clinical level. It has been shown that hyperther-

mia in vitro and in vivo hot only induces mammalian cell

killing, but it also potentiates cell killing induced by

chemotherapeutic agent or irradiation (1, 2, 3). The deg-

ree of such biological effect of hyperthermia depends on

many factors such as: time and temperature treatment, nu-

trition and pH factors and on time sequencing of hyperthe-

rmia and radiation or chemotherapeutic agent (4, 5, 6).

There have been a number of published reports describing

that hyperthermia may be a usefull adjuvent to radio or

chemotherapy of different malignant deseases (7)« However,

it is also clear that there are still many problems which

should be solved before hyperthermia can be used rutinly

as adjuvent in the treatment of cancer. A better know-

ledge of the basic mechanisms involved in induction of

thermotolerance, novel informations on the kinetics of

induction and disappearance of thermotolerance seems es-

sential for designing rational treatment protocols of

fractionated hyperthermia either applied alone or in

combination with chemio or radiotherapy.

The present report describes the investigations

of the biological effects of a novel chemotherapeutic

agent Teniposide (VM 26) and the possibility to potenti-

ate the induced cell killing by combined treatment with

hyperthermia or radiation. VM 26 is an investigational

antineoplastic agent with significant activity in a va-

riety of adult and pédiatrie cancers; such as acute Ie-

ucemia, neuroblastoma and other refractory childhood ma-

lignacies (8, 9, lo, 11). Since heat induces resistance
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to a subsequent heat treatment could be a potentional

disadventage in the clinical use of hyperthermia, the

interaction of different pre-heating to the subsequent

heating or drug and radiation treatment were also in-

vestigated.

MATERIALS AND METHODS "

Cells and culture conditions

The L cells clone 929 were used throughout

the study. The cells were maintained in humidified

air and 5# GO2 atmosphere. They were grown as monola-

yer cultures in Eagle's minimum essential medium (MEM)

supplemented with 7# calf serum, 5o units of peniciline

and 5o/Ug streptomycine/ml. In logarithmic phase of

growth the cells were trypsinized and appropriate num-

ber of cells was plated in glass Petri dishes or T-fla-

sks containing growth medium and incubated at 57°C un-

till the attachment of cells to the glass surface.

Drug and heat treatment

In the experiments where the effect of VM 26

alone or in combination with hyperthermia was studied,

cells were treated with different concentrations of

VM 26 for various time period at 57 or 42°C. VM 26 is

relatively nsw anticancer drug, kindly obtained by San-

doz. This drug is semisynthetic derivative of podophy-

Iotoxin, a potent mitotic inhibitor extracted from the

plant Podophyllum peltatum. The chemical structure of

this compound is shown in Fig. 1.

Hyperthermia was administered simultaneously,

1 hour before or after drug treatment. The pH of the

medium overlaying the cells was maintained by a regular

gass flow of a mixture of air and GO2 to values between
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7,2 and 7>4-» During incubation of cells in medium con-

taining calf serum the changes of pH was not greater

then - o,2 units. Immediately after treatment of cells,

medium containing drug was removed, cells were washed

three times with Hank's salt solution and fresh medium

for further incubation was added. In experiments where

the effect of caffeine on the suppression of the repair

processes was studied in a fresh medium 2 mM caffeine

was added. After that cells were incubated at 370G for

12 days to allow for macroscopic colony formation, they

were then stained with crystal violet and colonies con-

taining loo or more viable cells were scored as survivors.

A minimum of five replicate dishes were seeded for each

experimental point.

Irradiation

Cells were irradiated in T-flasks in their

conditioned medium. The cultures were irradiated with
0Co source (approximately 3 KCi) at room temperature.

This source yielded a dose rate to the cells of appro-

ximately 12o rad/min. In all the experiments the inter-

val between heat treatment and irradiation was 8 min.

After irradiation, depending on experimental protocol,

medium was removed and changed by the fresh, and cells

further incubated at 37° C untill hyperthermia treatment.

In the experiments where irradiation was performed after

hyperthermia treatment and incubation at 370C, cells

were trypsinized immediately after irradiation and then

seeded in Petri dishes for colony formation as described

earlier.

RESULTS

1. Effect of VM 26 and hyperthermia treatment on cell

survival

In these experiments the survival of L cells



after treatment with different VM 26 concentrations

(ranging from o,l to 2,o ,ug/ml' of medium) for 1 and 3

hours at 570C were studied./i?rom the growth curves pre-

sented in Pig. 2 it is evident that survival curve ob-

tained after 1 hour of treatment is exponential with a

shoulder. By increasing the exposure time of cells to

the drug up to 3 hours the survival of cells is more

reduced. The higher killing effect after this treatment

is evidenced by disappearance of the shoulder and in-

crease the slope of the survival curve, comparing to

the survival curve obtained after 1 hour treatment.

In the further experiments we examined the

effect of hyperthermia exposure on the potentiation

of cell's sensitivity to VM 26 treatment. The obtained

results (Fi?;. 3) show that when cells were exposed si-

multaneously to hyperthermia (for 1 hour at 4-20C) and

different VM 26 concentrations (o,l - 2,O/Ug/ml) sig-

nificant potentiation of cell killing was obtained. The

survival curve of these cells is caracterized by the

elimination of the shoulder and increase of the slope

of the survival curve, indicating that suppression of

the repair processes exists in these cells. Comparing

this curve with that obtained after 3 hours treatment

at 37°C with the same VM 26 concentrations, it is evi-

dent that killing effect obtained by simultaneous ex-

posure of cells for 1 hour to hyperthermia and VM 26

is equal to the effect obtained by TO 26 exposure for

3 hours at 370C.

To obtaine more optimal cell killing in this

system we have examined the effect of varying the sequ-

ences of hyperthermia and VM 26 application on cell sur-

vival. For this reason the next experiments were per-

formed. The cells were exposed for 1 hour at 42°C either

before or after treatment with different VM 26 concen-

trations for 1 hour at 37°C. It can be seen (Fig. 3)

that if cells were exposed to hyperthermia before or

Fi'é. C.
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after VM 26 treatment the potentiation of VM 26 killing

effect is obtained, but from the survival curves it is

evident that there is no significant difference in the

reduction of survival between pre or post heating treat-

ment of cells. Also it should be noticed that in this

system hyperthermia is less effective when applied pre

or post VM 26 treatment comparing to the simultaneous

treatment.

Since our main object throughout these in-

vestigations was the potentiation of cell killing by

using different modality, we have tried to increase

the damages induced by hyperthermia and VM 26 action

by treating the cells with compounds believed to in-

terfere with the repair processes in these cells. For

this reason we have used one of such compound - caffeine

to investigate whether this agent can interfere with

repair processes by potentiating cell's lethality in-

duced by hyperthermia -and TO 26 treatment. In these ex-

periments L cells were treated with different VM 26

concentrations (o,l to 2,o/Ug/ml of medium) for 1 hour

at 370C or 42°C and after that incubated at 37°C in the

medium containing non-toxic concentration (2 mM) of

caffeine.

The obtained results presented in Fig. 4- show

that L cells response to VM 26 treatment for 1 hour at

57°C in a dose dependent manner, but if cells were trea-

ted simultaneously with VM 26 and hyperthermia significant

potentiation of cell killing was obtained* The survival

curve of this culture is caracterized by the elimination

of the shoulder and increase of the slope of the survi-

val curve. During post-treatment incubation of L cells

in the presence of caffeine a marked potentiation of

the lethal effect of either VM 26 treatment at 37 or

420C has been produced. These findings indicate that

caffeine might interfere with repair processes in these

cells. From the survival curves it is evident that a
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maximal killing effect is obtained when L cells before

caffeine treatment were simultaneously exposed to VM 26

and hyperthermia treatment.

2. Cellular responses to initial and subsequent heat

combined with VM 26 treatment !

To study the effect of the initial hyperther-

mia exposure on the subsequent hyperthermia and VM 26

treatment, cells were initialy exposed for 9o min. at

42C One part of these samples were challenged immedi-

ately by a second heating for 6o min. at '420C. The fcther

samples were returned at 370C and incubated for different

period of time when cells were exposed to the second

heating for 6o min. at 42°C, without, or in presence of

o,l/Ug VM 26/ml of medium.

The results, show (Fig. 5) that when cells were

initialy exposed for 9o min. at 42°C and then incubated

at 37°C for 2 hours before second heating (6o min. at

42°C) an increase in survival was obtained comparing

to the survival of cells exposed to the second heat

treatment immediately after initial heating. Incubation

at 370C for 6 hours resulted in a maximal increase in

survival, indicating that thermotolerance exists in

these cells. During further incubation at 37°C for 24

or 48 hours the number of survived cells decreased, in-

dicating that thermctolerance is reduced.

When L cells during second heating (6o min.

at 420C) were treated with o,l/Ug VM 26/ml the results

differ from that obtained by 6o min. exposure at 420C

only. In these cultures 2 hours incubation at 37°C re-

sults in a slightly increased survival. Th« decrease

in survival was observed when the first and second

treatment were separated by 4 hours incubation at 37°C»

The obtained results show that VM 26 during exposure

pifi. #•
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of cells to the second heating reduces cell survival,

comparing to the survival curves obtained when cells

were exposed in the same manner but without VM 26. It

might be suggesting that VM 26 could suppress or reduce

thermotolerance in these cells.

In the next series of the experiments cells

were initialy heated for 4o min. at 45° C and then ex-

posed to the second heat treatment for 6o min. at 420G

immediately, or after incubation for different time at

37°C. Some of the cells, during the second heating,

were incubated with o,l/Ug VM 26/ml of medium.

From the survival curves obtained (Pig. 6)

it can be seen that the higher initial temperature in-

duces higher reduction in a survival immediately after

the initial heating, comparing to the results obtained

by the lower temperature of the initial treatment. The

maximal increase of cell survival is obtained when ini-

tial and second heating were separated by six hours

incubation of cells at 37°C. Begining from Io hours of

incubation at 370G» the survival of cells progresively

decreased, indicating disappearance of thermotolerance.

The presence of VM 26, during the second heating, has

the influence on cell survival by enhancing cell killing,

comparing to the results obtained when VM 26 was omitted

from the medium during the second heating. Incubation

at 37°C for 2 hours increases cell survival in a higher

value then in those cultures exposed to the initial

heating at lower temperature (420C). The drop in the

survival is observed 6 hours after incubation at 370G.

To study the effect of the prolonged second

heating on the induction and kinetics of thermotolerance

the next experiments were performed. Cells were initialy

exposed to 450C hyperthenaia for 4o min. followed by

imersion at 370C for various intervals and further ex-

posed to second heat treatment for 6o min. at 45°C ei-

ther alone or in the presence of o,l/Ug/ml VM 26.
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Thev results presented in Fig. 7 show that im-

mediately after hyperthermia treatment, at O time the

survival is very law, comparing to the results obtained

by a shorter second heating, indicating that thermotole-

rance has not yet been developed. From the survival

curves obtained, it is also evident that when the second

heat exposure was separated by 2 hours incubation at

37 G, the number of cells is rapidly increased compared

to the 0 time. The maximal resistance is developed 7 ho-

urs after the first exposure. The number of the survival

cells is about 7 fold higher comparing to the survival

at 0 time. During longer incubation at 370G up to 24 ho-

urs the cell survival is rapidly decreased, comparing

to the survival obtained at 0 time. When the cells

during second heating were treated with VM 26 the sur-

vival at 0 time was lower then in cultures exposed to

heat alone. During incubation at 37°C the thermotolera-

nce is developed in these cells, but in a lesser extent

then in a culture heated without drug. These findings

indicate that in this case as well as when the cells

were exposed to other temperatures during the first and

second heat treatment, used in our experiments, TO 26

possibly interferes with thermotolerance by suppressing

these processes.

3. Effect of different sequences of hyperthermia and

irradiation on cell survival

The effect of the combined action of 4 Gy gamma

radiation and hyperthermia (6o min. at 42°0), when the

sequences of this treatment and the time interval between

them were varied, on cell survival were studied. The re-

sults presented in Fig. 8 show that heat treatment for

6o min. at 42°C potentiates the effect of radiation when-

ever hyperthermia was given before or after irradiation.
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Maximum killing is produced when radiation is applied

immediately after hypertherraia treatment. After that

time, during incubation of cells at 370C for different

period of time, the number of survived cells in both

treated cultures increased and reached the maximum 5 ho-

urs of incubation between two treatment. During further

incubation at 8 hours in culture exposed to hyperthermia

and irradiation the survival reached plateau and remains

nearly constant up to 24 hours of the observation. However

in cultures exposed to irradiation and hyperthermia after

5 hours of incubation at 37°C the number of survived cells

progressively decreased. These findings have indicated

that recovery processes occured during the incubation of

cells at 37°C between hyperthermia and irradiation, as

well as between irradiation and hyperthermia treatment.

Also, it seems that in this system hypertherraia treat-

ment before irradiation is slightly more effective.

To study the effect of fractionated hyperther-

mia in combination with irradiation the next experiments

were performed. L cells immediately after the first hy-

perthermia treatment for 6o min. at 420G were exposed to

4 Gy gamma irradiation, followed by incubation at 37°C

for different period of time up to 24 hours, and then

exposed to the second heat for 6o min. at 42°G.

The results (Fig. 9) show that the survival of

cells exposed to fractionated hyperthermia combined with

4 Gy gamma irradiation is significantly lower comparing

to the fractionated treatment only. The survival fraction

is drasticaly low immediately after the first hyperther-

mia and irradiation exposure. During incubation of cells

at 37°C the survival increased rapidely already after

1 hour of incubation. With increasing time interval be-

tween two heatings the cell survival increased and the

maximal survival was reached after 5 hours of incubation

at 37°C. After that time, during further incubation at

370G, cell survival decreases slightly until 24 hours
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of observation. From the presented data it is evident

that when the first hyperthermia treatment was followed

by 4 Gy gamma irradiation the killing effect of the se-

cond heat was significantly potentiated, comparing to

the results obtained by exposing the cells to fractio- -_

nated hyperthermia only..

CONCLUSIONS

The conclusions we draw from these data are:_

L cells, response to VW 26 treatment in a dose and time

dependent manner. When cells were exposed simultaneously

to VM 26 and hyperthermia, significant potentioition of

cell killing was obtained. Post-treatment incubation of

L cells in non-toxic concentration of caffeine (2 mM)

has produced a marked potentiation of the lethal effect

of either VM 26 treatment at 57 or 426C, indicating that

caffeine interferes with the repair processes in these

cells. .A maximal killing effect, compared to VT-I 26 treat-

ment only, is obtained when cells before caffeine treat-

ment were simultaneously exposed to VM 26 and hyperther-

mia. When cells were exposed to initial (9o min. at 42

or 4o min. at 45°C) and subsequent hyperthermia (6o min.

at 42 or 6o min. at 45°C) the thermotolsrance is develo-

ped depending on the degree of initial and subsequent

temperature.

Maximal increase in survival occurs when first (vo min.

at 450C) and second heat ($0 min. at 45°C) were separated

by 7 hours of incubation at 57°O. By prolonged incubation

at 370C the thermotolerance is rapidly reduced. When

VM 26 was present during second heating the survival of

cells was reduced indicating that VM 26 has influence

on the suppression or reduction of thermotolerance in

these cells.

The combined action of hyperthermia and 4 Gy gerana ir-
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radiation, when the sequences of this treatment and the

time interval between them were varied, results in a po-

tentiation the effect of irradiation whenever hyperther-

mia given before or after irradiation. Maximal killing

is obtained when irradiation is applied immediately after

hyperthermia;treatment.

During incubation at 37°C between hyperthermia and irra-

diation as well as between irradiation and hyperthermia

treatment the survival of cells increased indicating

that recovery processes are developed in these cells.

When the first hyperthermia treatment was followed by

4 Gy gamma irradiation the killing effect of the second

heating was significantly potentiated, comparing to the

treatment with fractionated hyperthermia only.

We would like to mention here that in the selection of

the investigated drug, irradiation source and design of

the experimental protocol, during these studies, we had

very closed cooperation with the researchers and clini-

ciens from the Institute for Oncology, Medical faculty,

Beograd, where YM 26 is now in the clinical study.

The obtained results, summarized in this report, will be

published in Iugoslav. Physiol. Pharmacol. Acta.
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